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A need to write Mishmi languagesA need to write Mishmi languages

 The Mishmi languages are currently spoken by some 
thousands of people in Arunachal Pradesh

 However, they are not used as languages in school, and 
there is a concern that it is not being used by younger 
people due to the prevalence of Hindi

 A writing system would be valuable both for development as 
a school language and to record traditions and oral literature

 There have been attempts to write the Mishmi languages 
previously, but none has taken off

 We believe this is because there was a lack of a coherent 
reading programme and educational materials

 But also because the underlying analysis of Mishmi language 
sounds had not been undertaken correctly, or at all.



Mishmi: three peoples, one nameMishmi: three peoples, one name

The Mishmi peoples of Arunachal Pradesh consist of three The Mishmi peoples of Arunachal Pradesh consist of three 
different groups, speaking three different languagesdifferent groups, speaking three different languages

These are the Idu [also These are the Idu [also KeraKera], the Tawra [=], the Tawra [=TaraonTaraon] and the ] and the 
Kman [=Kman [=MijuMiju]]

Two of their languages are presumably related, Idu and Tawra, Two of their languages are presumably related, Idu and Tawra, 
but the third, Kman, is quite differentbut the third, Kman, is quite different

These languages are usually classified as SinoThese languages are usually classified as Sino--Tibetan, i.e. Tibetan, i.e. 
together with Tani and Chinese, but the evidence for this is vertogether with Tani and Chinese, but the evidence for this is very y 
weakweak

They may well be language isolatesThey may well be language isolates

A fourth language, Meyor, spoken in A fourth language, Meyor, spoken in WalongWalong and and KibithoKibitho, has , has 
many common features with Kman, and may be related many common features with Kman, and may be related 
geneticallygenetically



Mishmi: three peoples, one nameMishmi: three peoples, one name

The Mishmi peoples share many common cultural  features The Mishmi peoples share many common cultural  features 
which make them distinct from other peoples of Arunachal which make them distinct from other peoples of Arunachal 
PradeshPradesh

The most important of these is polygamy, which is reflected in The most important of these is polygamy, which is reflected in 
the very distinctive house type, the longhousethe very distinctive house type, the longhouse

In this, each wife had her own space, with associated pigIn this, each wife had her own space, with associated pig--
rearing and the rooms were joined by a long internal corridorrearing and the rooms were joined by a long internal corridor

An important custom was displaying the skulls of sacrificed An important custom was displaying the skulls of sacrificed 
animalsanimals

Multiple language registers (including poetic, hunting and Multiple language registers (including poetic, hunting and 
shamanisticshamanistic

All of this suggests centuries of common interaction, although All of this suggests centuries of common interaction, although 
we know almost nothing about the long history of the Mishmiwe know almost nothing about the long history of the Mishmi
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A bit of historyA bit of history

 The first record of Mishmi languages go back to the 1850s, 
with the publication of Robinson (1855)

 Since then there have been a variety of attempts to write 
Mishmi, the important ones being Needham (1886) and the 
research services publications from the 1970s to 2002

 There is also extensive work on all three languages on the 
Chinese side of the border, which of course is not much use 
in India.

 The Chinese work is academic, not aimed at developing a 
practical script.

 The MLDC project dates only from this year, but we hope 
will continue in the coming years



Earlier publications IEarlier publications I



Earlier publications IIEarlier publications II



In recent times IIn recent times I

 A visit by CIIL linguists to Idu in 2001 resulted in proposals 
for orthography which included @ for /ə/ writing nasalisation 
with symbols beside the letters 

 This publication also claimed, somewhat strangely, Idu had 
five tones, although these are not marked

 A book of songs and stories called Idu ekob@ al~ozo was 
published in 2004 in this writing system

 Sometime in the 2000s, the Baptist Church commissioned a 
Mizo Bible translator to develop a writing system for Idu

 This did not mark tone, long vowels or most aspirated 
consonants, while nasalisation was marked with a 
following ’x’

 This gave the text a strange appearance which has not been 
accepted by many Idu



Recent publications IRecent publications I



Recent publications IIRecent publications II
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Linguistics: preLinguistics: pre--existing workexisting work



Linguistics: preLinguistics: pre--existing workexisting work

There has also been work on There has also been work on 
the Chinese side, on Idu, the Chinese side, on Idu, 
DaruangDaruang [Tawra] and [Tawra] and 
GemanGeman [Kman][Kman]
There are only a few There are only a few 
peripheral villages on the peripheral villages on the 
Chinese side, so it is difficult Chinese side, so it is difficult 
to tell if differences with to tell if differences with 
mainstream speech are mainstream speech are 
dialectal or issues of dialectal or issues of 
transcription and elicitationtranscription and elicitation
Broadly the phonology Broadly the phonology 
correspondscorresponds



Earlier Idu publicationsEarlier Idu publications



Earlier Idu publications IIEarlier Idu publications II



Recent Idu publications IRecent Idu publications I



Recent Idu publications IIRecent Idu publications II



Recent publications IIIRecent publications III



Can such writing systems succeed in Can such writing systems succeed in 
Arunachal Pradesh?Arunachal Pradesh?

 It might be easy to conclude that such writing systems can 
never be successful in Arunachal Pradesh 

 However, we can look at the Tani languages for a good 
example of how this can work

 Adi, Nyishi and other languages are now regularly used for 
both publications and all sorts of notices and informal 
communication

 The writing systems are not perfect, but they are good 
enough to communicate

 And they get people excited about their language so that it 
can develop for modern communications, texting, Facebook 
and so on 



Could Could Mishmi languages be written in be written in 
Devanagri?Devanagri?

 It has been suggested that the Mishmi languages 
could be written in Devanagri

 However, Devanagri is poorly adapted to Kman, 
as it has no tone-marks, no conventions for 
nasalisation, no marks for retracted vowels and 
no long vowels

 If an entirely new Devanagri alphabet were 
developed to include all the possibilities then 
things would be different

 But this presently seems highly unlikely
 Roman script is the best option for the future



Developing a writing system (Developing a writing system (‘‘scriptscript’’))

 We need to analyse all the sounds of Mishmi languages
and write them first in the IPA (International Phonetic 
Alphabet)

 Then we need to see how these can be written in a 
practical system

 This needs to be discussed thoroughly with the 
community

 This is not something a linguist can do; this is social 
and political as much as purely linguistic

 The following slides show how to write Mishmi languages , 
with examples of individual words



Mishmi languages are tone languagesMishmi languages are tone languages

 All three Mishmi languages are tonal like most languages All three Mishmi languages are tonal like most languages 
of East Asia, but crucially, not like Hindi, Assamese or of East Asia, but crucially, not like Hindi, Assamese or 
indeed most languages of Indiaindeed most languages of India

 All three Mishmi languages have three level tonesAll three Mishmi languages have three level tones
 However, Kman and Tawra also have glides tones, i.e. However, Kman and Tawra also have glides tones, i.e. 

tones which slide between one level and anothertones which slide between one level and another
 They also have what linguists call They also have what linguists call ‘‘floatingfloating’’ tones, that is tones, that is 

tones which are no longer tones which are no longer attachjedattachjed
 These can be seen from the following sets of wordsThese can be seen from the following sets of words



Kman is a tone languageKman is a tone language
 Kman is a tone language like most languages of East Asia, Kman is a tone language like most languages of East Asia, 

but crucially, not like Hindi, Assamese or indeed most but crucially, not like Hindi, Assamese or indeed most 
languages of Indialanguages of India

 Kman has three level tonesKman has three level tones
 These can be seen from the following sets of wordsThese can be seen from the following sets of words

birdwàLow

bamboowāMid

to plait flattened bamboowáHigh



Kman is a tone language IIKman is a tone language II

sāmāˋydaughter

sāmāysister



Kman consonantsKman consonants

/p/

pumpkinpōpràpopra

to smear, paint pēŋpeng

seerpītāŋpitang

bookpitpit

firstpaŋpang

popra pumpkin



Kman consonantsKman consonants

b=

featherblbl

chilibīʧíbichi

big spoonbaybay

windbawŋbawng

large clothbaŋbang



Kman consonantsKman consonants

pʰ=

landslidetˉ.pʰàlt.phal

king, rulerʧāwpʰachawpha

walltāpʰàtapha

doorpʰunphun

quickly pʰēpʰephephe

nestpʰokphok



Kman consonantsKman consonants

pr

to thankproŋk nāypronk nay

to restrictprīŋpring

to discussprāypray

to soakprāmpram

to share outprāʔpra’

wealthy, richkˉ.prak.pra



Kman consonantsKman consonants

ɽ =rh

muddydōwɽìdowrhi

snakeɽolrhl

sister-in-law, sister’s husbandtˉ.ɽùwt.rhuw



Kman consonantsKman consonants

ʧʰ=chh=छ

mouthʧʰuchhu

pea, beanʧʰoŋchhong

bangleʧʰanchhan

to make a baby sleepʧʰəmchhəm

to toss a babyʧʰəlchhəl



Kman consonantsKman consonants

tsʰ

to thinktsʰˆmtshm

firearm, weapontsʰuntshun

laketsʰawtshaw

to trembletsʰantshan



Kman consonantsKman consonants

dz

tree sp., mountain in poetic 
language

dzāwpādzawpa

water coming off roofdzāpdzap

to hidedzāmdzam

corpsedzāldzal

clawdzaʔdza’



Kman consonantsKman consonants

ʔ

Septembertˉ.mayt.may

uncooked arumsoʔso’

hiccoughrāʔakra’ak

burpmūʔulmu’ul

swanlāʔùʔla’u’

gingerdīʔìŋdi’ing

squirreldə̄ʔowdə’ow



Kman vowelsKman vowels

ə

study, count, calculate, 
enterprise

ə̄t.stət.st

to cover up s.t. small esp. with 
cloth

ə̄snəsn

tree speciesə̄yàyəyay

leafə̄laəla

sunə̄mìkəmik



Some questions about Kman writingSome questions about Kman writing
Writing final -w and -y

A particular issue in Arunachal Pradesh writing systems is how to write 
words that end -y and -w. It is very common for these to be written -i and 
-o. So;

naois presently writtenmothernaw

gaiis presently writtenjawgay

However, one of the principles of writing tone languages such as Kman 
is that every tone is attached to a vowel. However, the sounds at the 
end of these words have no tone and should therefore not be written as 
vowels. Using  -i and -o gives the impression of a double vowel, which 
is not the case. However, words such as;

buffalotˉ.lùì

travellerkāmbūì

So the use of -w and -y is recommended



Tawra is a tone languageTawra is a tone language
 Tawra is also a tone language Tawra is also a tone language 
 Tawra has three level tones and numerous Tawra has three level tones and numerous 

gliding tonesgliding tones
 These are marked in the following examplesThese are marked in the following examples



Tawra consonantsTawra consonants
 Samples of words illustrating different sounds in Samples of words illustrating different sounds in 

TawraTawra

/pʰ/

eggplantphóndùphondu

clanphõ̀phon

to scatterphə̄rèyphərey

teaphlamphlam

kneephábòmphabom

to mediatephã̄phan



Tawra consonantsTawra consonants
/pʰl/

kettlephlùphlu

bagphlẽ̀phlen

stonephlã̀phlàn

to bakephlã́phlan

to keep s.t. underneath s.t.phláphla



Tawra consonantsTawra consonants

/pʰʳ/

to cut through a knot with a bladephróphro

to tear apart ropephrìŋphring

sandstone for sharpening daophrìphri

to pick, pluck fruitsphrẽ̀phren

broken into many piecesphràpphrap



Tawra consonantsTawra consonants

/tʰ/

to boilmāthùmathu

hornbillthòòthoo

musclethòtho

hillthìyàthiya

cold thẽ̄ẽ̀theen

hairthankthank

to eatthâtha



Idu is a tone languageIdu is a tone language
 Idu is a tone language like most languages of East Asia, Idu is a tone language like most languages of East Asia, 

but crucially, not like Hindi, Assamese or indeed most but crucially, not like Hindi, Assamese or indeed most 
languages of Indialanguages of India

 Idu has three level tonesIdu has three level tones
 These can be seen from the following sets of wordsThese can be seen from the following sets of words

põ̀empty

pȭstack

pó̃snow

mbròflow

mbrōbecome tasteless

mbrógrave



Idu is a tone language IIIdu is a tone language II

lòdrill, make hole

lōwhite

lóbuy
tã̀piece of meat

tã̄carry on a stretcher

tã́end point

kúgo on journey

kūgrains

kùsmoke s.t. on a tray



Idu consonantsIdu consonants

ʤ=j=ज

to pick up with a pointed instrumentʤúju

bodynʤónjo

broadʤə̀jə

sitʤīji

nahar treeʤēje

comeʤàja



Idu consonantsIdu consonants
ʃ=sh

red colourshùshu

to trip s.o.shob̀rūshobru

quicksheē̄shee

mithunshāsha



Idu Idu resonantsresonants

ɭ= lh

excavateɭòlho

flyɭīlhi

migrateɭə̀lhə

wear loinclothɭàlhe



Idu Idu resonantsresonants

ɽ = rh

sound of dogɽũ̄rhun

arrestɽòrho

boil esp. riceɽírhi



Idu vowelsIdu vowels

ə̱

to carry gə̱̄gə

sicknessŋə̱̄ngə



A bit of comparative anthropologyA bit of comparative anthropology

The Mishmi peoples, despite their linguistic diversity 
share much in common, which is why they try to work 
together
 The Meyor are not generally included under Mishmi, 
but in fact share much in common, including the shaman 
system and the use of special languages
 Meyor houses are however, Tibetan-style which 
makes them look different.



ArchitectureArchitecture

The three Mishmi peoples all share the tradition of the The three Mishmi peoples all share the tradition of the 
longhouse, which is connected with polygamylonghouse, which is connected with polygamy

Each wife has a separate living space and these are Each wife has a separate living space and these are 
accessed by a long internal corridoraccessed by a long internal corridor

Idu longhouseIdu longhouse



Kman longhouseKman longhouse



Schematic diagram of Kman 
longhouse from above
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ShamansShamans

Shamans are known as Shamans are known as iguigu
in Idu, in Idu, gwakgwak in Tawra and in Tawra and 
katowatkatowat in Kmanin Kman

They are called upon to They are called upon to 
recite chants and conduct recite chants and conduct 
sacrifices for sick persons, sacrifices for sick persons, 
sometimes with drumming sometimes with drumming 
and gongsand gongs

Pigs, chickens and mithuns Pigs, chickens and mithuns 
are sacrificedare sacrificed

The chants are in a special The chants are in a special 
language which is only language which is only 
known to the shamansknown to the shamans



Idu ShamanIdu Shaman

The language of shamans The language of shamans 
is not a is not a ‘‘secretsecret’’ language, language, 
and people are quite and people are quite 
willing to teach it to you if willing to teach it to you if 
you have a command of you have a command of 
the base languagethe base language



The vertical domains of the Kman deitiesThe vertical domains of the Kman deities
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The Kman universe and the journey of the soulThe Kman universe and the journey of the soul
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Shared cultureShared culture
Another very striking common feature is the Another very striking common feature is the ‘‘trophy walltrophy wall’’
where the skulls of larger animals, either shot by a hunter where the skulls of larger animals, either shot by a hunter 
or sacrificed, are displayed along the inner corridor of the or sacrificed, are displayed along the inner corridor of the 
househouse



HuntersHunters’’ trophies: Idutrophies: Idu



HuntersHunters’’ trophies: Kmantrophies: Kman



Multiple language systems Multiple language systems 

Idu, Tawra, Kman and Meyor all share a system of Idu, Tawra, Kman and Meyor all share a system of 
multiple language registersmultiple language registers

These are;These are;

a) ordinary speecha) ordinary speech

b) speech of huntersb) speech of hunters

c) speech of priests/shamansc) speech of priests/shamans

d) poetic/lyrical register (? not in Idu)d) poetic/lyrical register (? not in Idu)

e) mediation register (only in Idu?)e) mediation register (only in Idu?)

f) f) babytalkbabytalk registerregister



Multiple language systems Multiple language systems 

The speech of hunters involves lexical substitution, the The speech of hunters involves lexical substitution, the 
replacement of animal names and others by special forms, replacement of animal names and others by special forms, 
sometimes short poemssometimes short poems

PriestsPriests’’ speech is more complex, involving much language speech is more complex, involving much language 
which is difficult to understand as well as lengthy which is difficult to understand as well as lengthy 
descriptions of sacrificial animalsdescriptions of sacrificial animals

The poetic/lyrical register in Kman is mainly about the The poetic/lyrical register in Kman is mainly about the 
substitution of poetic lexicon for ordinary words. The words substitution of poetic lexicon for ordinary words. The words 
often come in pairs, such as often come in pairs, such as nomay/bromaynomay/bromay. The surprising . The surprising 
thing is that we know nothing of the origin of these words.thing is that we know nothing of the origin of these words.

The Mishmi peoples seem to be unique in the development The Mishmi peoples seem to be unique in the development 
of so many speech registers. Something to be celebrated.of so many speech registers. Something to be celebrated.



Where next?Where next?

The next step is to create dictionaries, which will be a 
reliable reference for Mishmi speakers
Work is underway to prepare and check this
It will ideally be a community project, with contributions 
on plants and animals and other aspects of Idu culture 
from specialists
At the same time we need to create readers and writers 
who have learnt how to write
For this we will need a reading and writing book with 
examples. A draft is available for Idu and Kman



Harmony with other Mishmi languagesHarmony with other Mishmi languages

Something to be considered is whether there should be 
a common system of writing all Mishmi languages, Idu, 
Kman and Tawra
This is definitely the agenda for Tawra and Kman 
Idu has certain characters not present in the other two 
languages and in particular has much more nasalisation
 Nonetheless, simple conventions such as ‘ng’ for /ŋ/ or 
‘rh’ for /ɽ/ can be across all languages



Bringing in all Bringing in all soeakerssoeakers

As we have seen, there have been several attempts to 
write Mishmi languages and religious publications in Idu 
use a script which is not very satisfactory
Although we urge all speakers of the three Mishmi 
languages to agree on a single script, you can’t force 
people
They have to agree because of persuasion and good 
arguments
Script wars are to no-one’s benefit



Further aheadFurther ahead
There is a great need to document oral traditions, its 
stories and songs, the lengthy chants of the priests, the 
language of hunters.
These can be published as print books, but also made 
available on the internet
The future of the Mishmi languages is in the hands of 
the next generation
Teach them well!



What about the Meyor?What about the Meyor?

 Meyor, spoken in a few villages in northeast Arunachal 
Pradesh, is a highly endangered language of possible 
Tibeto-Burman affiliation. 
A closely related language, Zha, is spoken across the 
border in Tibet in three villages. 
Meyor shares much lexicon with Kman, but the 
similarities suggest this is possibly borrowing. 
Meyor also has borrowings from spoken Tibetan and 
some Naga-type languages. 
Nonetheless it retains a core of lexicon of no clear 
origin. 
Only further more detailed work may help establish 
whether it is a language isolate or a previously unknown 
branch of Tibeto-Burman.



The only study of MeyorThe only study of Meyor



Meyor language historyMeyor language history



What about the Meyor?What about the Meyor?

 It is not possible for outsiders to stay in the Meyor 
area
If Meyor people would like to develop their language 
further then it will depend on working in non-restricted 
areas such as Tezu
But we believe it is time for the Meyor to join with the 
Mishmi in langusage development.
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